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i
i * Delete " scram shall initiate upon actuation of the fast closure solenoid

] valves which trip the turbine control valves"

l * Add "The scram for ... due to actuation of the fast acting solenoid valve
! shall be 1 460 psig EHC fluid pressure."

Eage._bl/24L-15
7
i

* Add "The trip setpoint of 2 460 psig EHC fluid pressure was developed to.

| ensure that the pressure switch is actuated prior to the closure of the
! turbine control valves (at approximately 400 psig EHC fluid pressure) yet
i assure that the system is not actuated unnecessarily due to EHC system
! pressure transients which may cause EHC system pressure to momentarily

decrease."
,

E49e._3d/AJ:8

I * Add a new paragraph:
:

j "The turbine control valve fast acting solenoid valve pressure switches
directly measure the trip oil pressure that causes the turbine control valves
to close in a rapid manner. The reactor scram setpoint was developed in

,

accordance with NEDC 31336, " General Electric Instrument Setpoint
! Hethodology" dated October, 1986. As part of the calculation, a callbration

period is inputted to achieve a nominal trip point and an allowable
setpoint (Technical Specification value). The nominal setpoint is
procedurally controlled. Based on the calculation input, the calibrationt

period is defined to be every Refueling Outage.",

Ea9e_311L4 d-l0
-

a

* Delete: " turbine control valve fast closure,"
l

: * Add to reference section: "3, NEDC-31336, " General Electric Instrument

[ Setpoint Methodology" dated October, 1986.

Page 3dlid-13
|

| * Change "2 407, turbine / generator load mismatch" to " _2 460 psig" :

* Add ", Valve trip system oil pressure low" to the trip function description

E49eldL4-14

* Replace existing note (10) with: " Trip is indicative of turbine control
valve fast closure (due to low EHC fluid pressure) as a result of fast
acting solenoid actuation."

PR9 eld /Ad-17

Add to Table 4.1-2: " Turbine control valve fast closure, A, Pressure source,

Refueling Outage".
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C. Power Transient C. Reactor low water level scram setting
shall be 144 inches above the top of1. The neutron flux shall not the active fuel" #+ normal operatingexceed the scram setting estab- conditions.11shed in Specification 2.1.A

for longer than 1.5 seconds as
indicated by the process
computer.

2. When the process computer is out
of service, this safety limit
shall be assumed to be exceeded
if the neutron flux exceeds the,

scram setting established by
Specification 2.1.A and a con-
trol rod scram does not occur. ' '

D. Reactor Water 1.tvel (Shutdown D. Reactor low water level ECCS
Condition) initiation shall be > 84 inches

above the top of the~ active fuel *
Whenever the reactor is in the at normal operating conditions,
shutdown condition with irradiated
fuel in the reactor vessel, the water
level shall not be less than that
corresponding to 12 inches above the
top of the active fuel * when it is
seated in the core.

* Top of active fuel is defined to be
360 inches above vessel 2ero (See
Bases 3.2).

E. Turbine stop valve scram shall be <
10% valve closure from full open. ~

Orne semm for]
F. 4 Turbine control valve fast closure

ec m :h:11 hit 4*t: ;: , ::tetkn
of th: f::t :1::er: ::1:r.: W v:1 ::w w . u. . . . u .. . . .. i . . . i . . -

du.c. 4o ac.fucdlon thefast actihg solenoic(t valve.
~ " ~ " ' ' ' ' " ' " ' ' ' " " - " ' " ' ' " ' " "

G. Main steamline isolation valvesMll be 140 psl3 EHC. closure scram shall be < 10% valveuid pressure. closure from full open.~
-

* Top of active-fuel is defined to be
360 inches above vessel zero (See
Bases 3.2).

.
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,, F . Turbine Control Valve Fast Closure Scram

The turbine control valve fast closure scram is provided to anticipate'

the rapid increase in pressure and neutron flux resulting from fast
closure of the turbine control valves due to a load rejection and

subsequent failure of the bypass, integrity safety limit for thisi.e., it prevents MCPR from becomingless than the MCPR fuel claddingi

transient. For the load rejection without bypass transient from 100%
power, the peak heat flux (and therefore LHGR) increases on the order

Insert of 15% which provides wide margin to the value corresponding to 1%,

pargrapn plastic strain of the cladding.
Per G Reactor Coolant Low Pressure Initiates Main Steam Isolation Valve

'

Ahoched . Closure

The low pressure isolation at 825 psig was provided to give protection
against fast reactor depressurization and the resulting rapid cooldown,

of the vessel. Advantage was taken of the scram feature which occurs
in the Run mode when the main steamline isolation valves are closed to
provide for reactor shutdown so that operation at pressures lower than
those specified in the the'..nal hydraulic safety limit does not occur,
although operation at a pressure lower than 825 psig.would not*
necessarily constitute an unsafe condition.

H. Main Steamline Isolation Valve Closure Scram
' '

The low pressure isolation of the main steamlines at 825 psig was
provided to give protection against rapid reactor depressurization and
the resulting rapid cooldown of the vessel. Advantage was taken of the
scram feature in the-Run mode which occurs when the main steamline
isolation valves are closed to provide for reactor shutdown so that
high power operation at low reactor pressures does not occur, thus
providing protection for the fuel- cladding integrity safety limit.
Operation of the reactor at pressures lower than 825 psig requires that
the reactor mode switch be in the Startup position, where protection of
the fuel cladding integrity safety limit is provided by the IRM and
APRM high neutron flux scrams. Thus, the combination of main steamline
low pressure isolation and isolation valve closure scram in the Run'

mode assures the availability of neutron flux scram protection over the,

entire range of applicability of fuel cladding integrity safety limit.!

In addition, the isolation valve closure scram in the Run mode
anticipates the pressure and flux transients which occur during normal
or-inadvertent isolation valvo closure. With the scrams set at 10%
valve closure in the Run mode, there is no increase in neutron flux.

k .

1.1/2.1-15 Amendment No. i M-
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The trip setpoint of 2 460 psig EHC fluid pressure was developed to ensure .

that the pressure switch is actuated prior to the closure of the turbine |
control valves (at approximately 400 psig EHC fluid pressure) yet assure that
the system is not actuated unnecessarily due to EHC system pressure transients
which may cause EHC system pressure to momentarily decrease.

I
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To satisfy the long-term objective of maintaining an adequate level of safety
throughout the plant lifetime, a minimum goal of 0.9999 at the 95% confidence
level is proposed. With the one-out-of-two taken twice logic, thib requires
that each sensor have an availability of 0.993 at the 95% confidence level.
This level of availability may be maintainet by adjustin
a function of the observed failure history (Reference 1)g the test interval asTo facilitate the.

implementation of this technique, Figure 4.1-1 is provided to indicate an
appropriate trend in test interval. The procedure is as follows:

1. Like sensors are pooled into one group for the purpose of data acquisition.

2. The factor M is the exposure hours and is equal to the number of sensors in
a group, n, times the elapsed time T(M=nT).

3. The accumulated number of unsafe failures is plotted as an ordinate against
H as an abscissa on Figure 4.1-1.

4. After a trend is established, the appropriate monthly test interval to
satisfy the goal will be the test interval to the left of the plotted
points.

W5agt 5. A test interval of 1 month will be used initially until a trend is
attached L established,

pKRigRRPHGroup 2 devices utilize an analog sensor followed by an amplifier and a bistable
trip circuit. The sensor and amplifier are active components, and a failure is
almost always accompanied by an alarm and an indication of the source of trouble.
In the event of failurefailureisonethat"stIcksregairorsubstitutioncanstartimmediately. An as-is

midscale and is not capable of going either up or down
in response to an out-of-limits input. This type of failure for analog devices is a
rare occurrence and is detectable by an operato' who observes that one signal does
not track the other three. For purposes of analysis, it is assumed that this rare -
failure will be detected within 2 hours. *

The bistable trip circuit which is a part of the Group 2 devices can sustain unsafe
failures which are revealed only on test. Therefore, it is necessary to test them
periodically.-

A study was conducted of the instrumentation channels included in the Group 2
devices to calculate their ' unsafe' f ailure rates. Theanalogdevices(sensorgandamplifiers) are predicted to have an unsafe failure rate of less than 20 X 10
failures / hour. Thebistggletripcircuitsarepredictedtohaveanunsafefailure
rate of less than 2 X 10 failures / hours. Considering the 2-hour monitoring
interval for the analog devices as assumed above and a weekly test interval for the
bistable trip circuits, the design reliability goal of 0.99999 is attained with
ample margin.

)
\

3.1/4.1-8 Amendment No. J W
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1he turbine control valve fast acting solenoid valve pressure switches
directly measure the trip oil pressure that causes the turb'ae control valves
to close in a rapid manner. The reactor scram setpoint was developed in
accordance with NEDC 31336 " General Electric Instrument Setpoint Methodology"
dated October, 1986. As part of the calculation, a calibration period is
inputted to achieve a nominal trip point and an allowable setpoint (Technical
Specification value). The nominal setpnint is procedurally controlled. Based
on the calculation input, the calibration period is defined to be every
Refueling Outage.

.

|
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Group 3 devices are active only during a given portion of the operation cycle. For
example, the IRM is active during startup and inactive during full power operation.
Thus, the only test that is meaningful is the one performed just prior to shutdown
or startup, i.e., the tests that are performed just prior to use of the instrument.

Calibration fre Theseare as follows:quency of the instrument channel is divided into two groups.

1. Passive type indicating devices that can be compared with like units on a
continuous basis, and

2. Vacuum tube or semiconductor devices and detectors that Fift or losesehsitivity. '

Experience with passive type instruments in Commonwealth Edison generating stations
. and substations indicate that the specified calibrations are adequate. For those'

devices which employ amplifiers, etc. drift specifications call for drift to be less
than 0.4%/ month 1.e. , in the period of a month a drif t of 0.4% would occur, thus
providing for adequate margin.

The sensitivity of LPRM detectors decreases with exposure to neutron flux at a slow
and approximately constant rate. Changes in a power distribution and electronic
drift also require compensation.- This compensation is accomplished by calibrating
the APRM system every 7 days using heat balance data by calibrating individual.1 LPRM s at least every 1000 equivalent full-power hours using TIP traverse data.
Calibration on this frequency assures plant operation at or below thermal limits.

A comparison of Tables 4.1-1 and 4.1-2 indicates that some instrument channels.have -.

not been included in the latter table. These are mode switch in shutdown, manual
scram, high water level in scram discharge volume, main steamline isolation valve
closure, trM= =t 01 n!"- fut c'am, and turbine stop valve closure, all of
the devices or sensors associated with these scram functions are simple on-off
switches, hence calibration is not applicable, i.e., the switch is either on or
off. Further, these switches are. mounted solidly to the device and have a very low .'
probability of moving; e.g., the thermal switches in the scram discharge volume
tank. Based on the above, no calibration is required for these instrument channels.

.

B. The MFLPD shall be checked once per day to determine if the APRM scram requires
adjustment. This may normally be done by checking the LPRM readings, TIP traces, or
process computer calculations. Only a small number of contrul rods are moved daily,
thus the peaking factors are not expected to change Jignificantly and a daily check
of the MFLPD is adequate.

References

1. I. M. Jacobs, " Reliability of Engineered Safety Features as a Function of
Testing Frequency", Nuclear Safety, Vol. 9, No. 4, pp. 310-312, July-August
1968,

4 2. Licensing Topical Report NE00-21617-A (December 1978).

3. N EOC. 38 SSlo ''4GNERRL ELECrRIC. INSTRUtnEN T MTFo TNT fntrHODOLOG Y" w_,.y
[ 04T20 OCTOBER.s 198 6
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TABLE 3.1-3

REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM (SCRAM) INSTRUMENTATION REQUIREMENTS RUN MODE;

Minimum Number
of Operable or;

'

Tripped Instrument
Channels pe
Trip System [13 Trio Function _ Trip Level Settina Action (2)-

1 Mode switch in shutdown
. A

1 Manual scram
-A

APRM[3]
; 2 High Flux (flow biased) Specification 2.1.A.1 A or 82 Inoperative

A or B2 Downscale[11) 1 3/125 of full scale A or B
2 High-reactor pressure i 1060 psig A

'

2 High drywell pressure 1 2.5 psig A

2 Reactor low water level 1 8 inches [8] A

2 (per bank) High-water level in scram
discharge volume 1 40 gallons per bank A

1

2 Turbine condenser low 1 21 inches Hg vacuum A or Cvacuum

i 2 Main Steamline high < 15 X normal full A or C-radiation [12) power background (without
hydrogen addition)-

!
4 Main steamline isolation < 10% valve closure A or C

valve closure (6)
~

.- 2 Turbine control valve fast : 5 turtir:/ =:reter A or C'-
closurag[9] T::d :!=:tch Il0)

2 Turbine stop valve i 10% valve closure A or Cclosure [9]
2 Turbine EHC control fluid 1 900 psig A or C

^

lowpressure(9)
i

, #Lvt TR.ip SY.srem,

~ go p,jgy
{ OlL. PRESSURE low

3.1/4.1-13 Amendment No. 4M-
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TABLE 3.1-4

NOTES FOR TABLES 3.1-1, 3.1-2, AN'D 3.1-3

[1] There shall be two operable trip systems or one operable and one tripped system for
each function.

(2) If the first column cannot be met for one of the trip systems, that trip system
shall be tripped. If the first column cannot be met for both trip systems, the
appropriate actions listed below shall be taken:

A. Initiate insertion of operable rods and complete insertion of all operable rods
within 4 hours.

B. Reduce power level to IRM range and place mode switch in the Startup/ Hot
Standby position within 8 hours.

C. Reduce turbine load and close main steamline isolation valves within 8 hours.

[3] An APRM will be considered inoperable if there are fewer than 2 LPRM inputs per
level or there are less than 50% of the normal complement of LPRM's to an APRM.

[4] Permissible to bypass, with control rod block for reactor protection system reset in
refuel and shutdown positions of the reactor mode switch.

[5] Not required to be operable when primary containment integrity is not required.

[6] The design permits closure of any one line without a scram being initiated.

[7] Automatically bypassed when reactor pressure is < 1060 psig.

[8] The +8 inch trip point is the water level as measured by the instrumentation outside
the shroud. The water level inside the shroud will decrease as power is increased
to 100% in comparison to the level outside the shroud to a maximum of 7 inches.
This is due to the pressure drop across the steam dryer. Therefore, at 100% power,
an indication of +8 inch water level will actually be +1 inch inside the shroud.
1 inch on the water level instrumentation is > 504" above vessel zero. (See-* * * Bases 3.2).

[9] Permissible to bypass when first stage turbine pressure is less than that which
corresponds to 45% rated steam flow. (< 400 psi)

[10] mph on-rduiden_-obthbfMt^thure :MenMd 44t pe t.ha-terMne_tentrolh +*4

7" KIP IS INDIChrNE Of TU KEINE CON rKOL VRt.VE FR$ 7" CLO.5 0RG (dLAc io
L< w EHC +said pressure) ns A RESULT CF VAST RctlNCy VRI.VL AlrURr/DN s

[11) The APRM downscale trip function is automatically bypassed when the IRM
instrumentation is operable and not high.

[12) Channel shared by the reactor protection and containment isolation system.

/

3.1/4.1-14 Amendment No. -1M-
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.ABLE 4.1-2 '

SCRAM INSTRUMENT CALIBRATION
I

MINIMUM CALIBRATION FREQUENCIES FOR REACTOR PROTECTION INSTRUMENT CHANNELS

I13 CalibrationStandard[5] Min %um FrequencyI23Instrument Channel Group

High flux IRM C Comparison to APRM after Every controlled |heat balance shutdown [4] 6

Hi h flux APRM
butputsignal'

B Heat balance Once every 7 days
Flow bias B Standard pressure and Refueling outage ,

voltage source {
LPRM B(6) Using TIP system Every 1000 equivalent

full power hours
High reactor pressure A Standard pressure source Every 3 months }
High.drywell pressure A Standard pressure source Every 3 months
Reactor low water level B Water level [7] |
Turbine condenser low vacuum A Standard vacuum source Every 3 months j
Main steamline high radiation B Appropriate radiation Refueling outage |

source [3] !

Turbine EHC control fluid A Pressure source Every 3 months l
low pressure

Highwater level in scram A Water level Refueling outage '

dischargevolume(dponly)'

Notes: |,*r$c5'# ' '~'"' A ! * *"" # ""''
~ "'FUEU% *UTRGrEf

i[1] A description of the three groups is included in the bases of this specification. j

i

[2] Calit: ration tests are not required when the systems are not required to be operable
|,,

or are tripped. If tests are missed, they shall be performed prior to returning the
systems to an operable status.

[3] A current source provides an instrument channel alignment every 3 months. I

[4] Maximum calibration frequency need not exceed once per week.
[

[5] Response time is not part of the routine instrument check and calibration but will I

be checked every refueling outage. |

[6] Does not provide scram function.

[7] Trip units are calibrated monthly concurrently with functional testing.
T Transmitters.are calibrated once per operating cycle, i

l
o
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ATTACHMENT 4

EVALUATION _0LN0_SIGNIIICANUlAIARDS

As described in the Description and Bases for the Amendment Request,
the proposed change involves the requirements for the use of a pressure
switch, which initiatos a reactor scram, in the fast acting solenoid valves.
The actuation of the fast acting solenoid valves (due to a load reject signal)
causes the turbine control valves to close rapidly due to decreasing EHC fluid
pressure.

Commonwealth Edision has reviewed ole proposed amendment in
accordance with the criteria delineated in 10 CFR 50.91 and has concluded that
the proposed amendment does not present a Significant Hazards Consideration.
The basis for this determination is as follows:

1. The proposed change does not involve a significant increase
in the probability or consequences of an accident.

The turbine control valve fast closure scram is provided to
anticipate the rapid increase in pressure and neutron flux resulting from the
fast closure of the turbine control valves due to a load reject and subsequent
failure of the bypass valves (UFSAR section 14.1.2, 3.2.5.4). The turbine
control valves are required to fast close as rapidly as possible to prevent
overspeed of the turbine-generator rotor. The rapid closure of the control
valves causes a sudden reduction of the steam flow which results in an
increase to reactor pressure. The scram is provided to prevent the violation
of the minimum critical power ratio (MCPR) safety limit.

The use of a pressure switch (in lieu of the limit switch) does not
involve a significant increase in the probability of the transient. Upon
actuation of the fast acting solenold, the new pressure switch will sense the
decreasing electro-hydraulic control (EHC) fluid (indicative of the control
valve closure) and provide a reactor scram. The use of the pressure switch,
therefore, provides the same function as the limit switch, in addition, the

lo;ic for the RPS trip remains the same. The pressure switches on fast acting
solenoid valves for control valves #1 and #2 input to the Reactor Protection
System (RPS) Channel A. Either pressure switch will cause the RPS channel to
trip. Similarly, the pressure switches on the fast acting solenoid valves for
control valves #3 and #4 input into Reactor Protection System Channel B. In
order to achieve a full reactor scram, both RPS channels must be tripped.

The use of the pressure switch does not affect the limiting parameter
(HCPR) of the transient. As such, there would be no sequence of events which
would lead to the safety limit being exceeded and barrier integrity would be
assured. Additionally, the proposed change would not change, dMrade or
prevent the responses of systems assumed in the accident (s) nc- ter any

assumptions previously made in evaluating the radiological con: ances of an
accident described (above) in the SAR.

.

rg/ZNLD:678:7
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The consequences of the it, dine / generator load reject with the subsequent
failure of the bypass valves are not significantly increased by this change.
The pressure switch provides a scram signal to RPS when the turbine control
valves close rapidly in the same time period as the position switch in place.
The use of a pressure switch to input into the Reactor Protection System is
widely used throughout the industry and has been shown to be reliable. The
results of the accident (the lowest MCPR achieved) are, therefore, not
significantly affected and are bounded by the existing analysis. The existing
analysis concludes that under this transient, the site boundary doses are well
within the 10 CFR 100 limits.

2. The proposed change ooes not create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

The significant difference between ,the existing valve design and the
proposed design is the use of a pressure switch in lieu of a limit switch.
The use of the pressure switch eliminates the failure mode associated with the
limit switch and inherently introduces its own failure mode. The failure of
the tubing which connects the pressure switch to the solenoid valve would
initiate a scram signal. The use of the pressure switch to input into the
Reactor Protection System is widely used throughout the industry and has been
shown to be reliable. Based on industry experience, the new design of the
fast acting solenold valve has been more reliable in actuating the fast
closure of control valves than the use of the existing design.

The logic for the RPS trip remains unchanged. In order to create a
reactor scram, the logic is arranged such that actuation of the pressure
switches for the fast acting solenoid valves on control valve #1 or #2 and #3
or #4 will initiate a reactor scram. Therefore, in order for the scram
function to fall, two pressure switches would have to fail within the same RPS
channel (which is the same RPS failure mode as the existing design),

The fast closure of the turbine com crol valves is considered to be an
anticipatory reactor scram. The reactor pressure and neutron flux would
increase significantly in the event of the turbine fast closure without a
scram; however, the reactor pressure (1060 psig) or the high neutron flux
scrams provide backup to the turbine fast closure scram, in the event that
sensor falls to actuate RPS.

The existence of the new failure mode, therefore, does not introduce the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident than previously evaluated.

3. The proposed change does not involve a significant reduction in the margin
of safety.

The limiting event associated with the turbine control valve fast closure
is the load reject with failure of the bypass valves. A reactor scram is
initiated, when the turbine control valves fast close, to anticipate the
increase in reactor pressure and neutron flux, thereby ensuring that the MCPR
safety limit is not violated. The use of the pressure switch does not affect
the margin of safety associated with the MCPR safety limit since the pressure
switch will initiate the reactor scram within the same time period as the
existing design, The trip setpoint was calculated to ensure that a reactor
scram will be initiated when the turbine control valves start to close rapidly,

rg/ZNLD:678:8
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The proposed fast acting solenoid valves are designed such that the
pressure switch will be actuated within 30 milliseconds of the time the
control valves start to close. Also, current Technical Specifications require
that the RPS trip actuator contacts be actuated within 50 milliseconds of the
actuation of the pressure switch. These times are consistent with the design
values used in the Reload Licensing calculation to analyze the load reject
without bypass valve transient. The trip setpoint was calculated such that
the trip signal will be generated within the 30 milliseconds after the start
of the control valve fast closure. Verification of the 30 millisecond
actuation will be conducted during post modification testing. This
modification, therefore, does not involve a significant reduction in the
margin of safety,

rg/ZNLD:678:9
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OEEM110N_0f._IHElLECTRO-HYDMULIC30MIR0ldEHCLSY.SIEM

The following provides a brief synopsis of the operation of the EHC
system as it relates to the control valves and the load reject signal to-

assist in the review of the proposed amendment.

I. Electro-HydraulicControl(EHC)PressureControlandLogicSfstem

The purpose of the EHC pressure control and logic system is to
position the turtine control valves, intercept valves and bypass valves in
order to achieve the turbine speed or load which is consistent with the
ability of the reactor to supply adequate steam. The system also controls and
maintains reactor pressure during plant start-up, heat-up and cooldown. The
logic system consists of five (5) subsystems which includes the pressure
control unit, bypass control unit, load control unit, speed and acceleration
control-unit and the valve flow control unit.

The purpose of the load control unit is to develop a steam flow
signal which represents the desired load to be placed on the turbine. The
load control unit of the EHC pressure control and logic system will develop-a
power / load unbalance (load reject) signal in the event the first stage turbine
pressure and stator winding ampere ratio exceeds 401.. The load unbalance '

signal actuates relays which send a signal to the turbine fast acting solenoid
valves. The fast acting solenold valves energize which causes the fast
closure of the turbine control valves by decreasing the EHC fluid pressure.

II. Electro-llydraulic Control (EHC) Hydraulic System

The pupose of the EHC hydraulic system is to supply cooled, filtered,
high pressure fluid for the control of the turbine valves.

,

The turbine control valve hydraulic positioning unit contains two
ports which are supplied by high pressure hydraulic fluid. The Fluid Jet
Supply (FF) enters one of the ports of the positioning unit (pressure-rated
at 1600 psig) and is directed to a servo-valve. The purpose of the
servo-valve is to' convert low level input signals from the EHC pressure

i control logic into high level hydraulic outputs which are used to position the
L valves. The second hydraulic fluid supply is the fluid-Actuator Supply Trip

Control (FASTC) fluid which ti also rated at 1600 psig. The FASTC fluid
enters the positioning unit and is directed to the servo-valve and the fast
acting solenoid valve. The FASTC fluid is transmitted through the fast acting
solenoid valve-to the disk dump valve. The purpose of the dis _k dump valve is
to seal the end of the hydraulic positioning cycIlnder so that the servo-valve

_

(with the aid of the FJS fluid pressure) can be positioned to direct FASTC
into the single' acting actuator cyclinder of the turbine control valve. The
-turbine control valve uses the FASTC pressure to open-against a closing spring
and steam pressure. The disk dump valve, which normally remains closed by the
FASTC pressure, will open to release actuator posttioning cyclinder pressure,
in the event the fast acting solenoid valves are energized.

t
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III. Operation During The Turbine / Generator Load Hismatch

'

When the load control unit of the EHC logic system senses the
turbine / generator load. mismatch, the logic system sends a signal to the fast
acting solenoid valve to reposition. When the fast acting solenoids
reposition, the following occurs;

a. The FASIC fluid begins to drain as a result of the repositioned
fast acting solenoid valve. The pressure, which holds the
disk dump valve seated, begins to decrease.

b. The fast acting solenoid pressure switch senses decreasing
fluid pressure and at a pressure equal to or greater than 460 psig
initiates a scram signal to the Reactor Protection System.

Under the existing design, a position switch on the fast
acting solenoid valve senses that the fast atting solenoid
valve has repositioned and initiates a scram signal to the
Reactor Protection System.

c. When the EHC fluid pressure reaches approximately 400 psig,
the disk dump valve is forced away from its seat and the
FASTC fluid in the hydraulic cylinder is rapidly drained,

d. The control valve closes rapidiy.

|

|
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